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i walk away from all the men at her feet

after the flood i find a child's doll smiling

isolation
the spider and i
have stopped talking

holiday meal
not a word of politics
except for t-shirts

the laundry she doesn't dare hang outside

in my backyard i tell a caterpillar its fortune

Rp Verlaine



I kiss my cold wife and then they close the coffin

On eBay headquarters root-birds landing

Noel King



Covid an excuse to miss his party

Covid do ostriches get it

the cuckoo calls
her ringtone

to be or not to be binary

big bang theory I await a full report

cholesterol a steak through the heart

cremated with her
worry beads

the star's long eulogy
everyone waiting
for the credits

dammit I thought this WAS the summit

Keith Evetts





Haunted

After she told me, she laughed. I smiled at her, feeling she wanted me
to. Years later, I heard her tell someone else, but noticed that this time
her laugh faded off, like a siren in the distance. Finally, when it was
too late, I figured it out. She re-wrote the event to convince herself it
wasn't a big deal. In those days, no one would have believed it wasn't
her fault.

the assault changing her story

Elizabeth Crocket



zen poems my kindle awakens

puking I stay  in the moment

first date
I ask if the dragonflies
are mating

Ken Slaughter



the steady click of Newton’s cradle pop quiz

gunshots an ellipsis of birds

coronavirus
my hair grows
back to the 70s

stoplight the window washer’s gold tooth

crows circling
the scarecrow
war games

after the wake …
replaying messages
you left on my phone

Joseph P. Wechselberger



coffee shop date jitters

scent of her wet swimsuit when its off

chopping wood his splintering rage

life in the zoo without parole

what it lands on the sound of rain

Marsh Muirhead



fading annual
the doo wop days
of our youth

once a garden the florist’s blank window

our broken marriage goodbye but not really

Pris Campbell



furniture and undertaking business diversification

pressing issue
garment workers strike
while the irons are hot

farmer makes ends meet taxidermy and cheese

Caroline Giles Banks



what Marilyn Monroe
wore to bed:
Chanel No. 5

wanted songbirds, got sparrows: what a suet deal

Curt Pawlisch



Scenes from Hell

A black man dangled from a tree limb. The noose around his neck
clearly had been tied by someone with experience in such matters.
His torn overalls had been pulled down, but I couldn't tell if he had
endured mutilation.

I also saw a woman and man, both black, hanging from a bridge that
spanned a river. The woman's head tilted to her left side, while the
man's head tilted back.  His pants were down around his ankles,
leaving him naked below the waist.  A number of white persons,
including children, had gathered on the bridge.

Yet another black man had been tied to a tree and burnt alive. Much
of his arms and legs literally had been burnt off. What remained of
his body was now carbonized. He was barely recognizable as a
human being.  White men stood behind his blackened body. In the
background I saw that a number of persons had climbed a tree so that
they could get a better look at the corpse.

Thoroughly sickened, I left.

antique shop
within a locked glass case
lynching post cards

John J. Dunphy



guitar riffs the beautiful whore

coke machine prophecy insert $2

Veronika Zora



Parked on the screen door
A hundred sentient creatures
Awaiting their turn.

David J. Bookbinder



sweating their nuts off walnut trees

closed borders zoom opens

winning haiku conspiracy theories

Marilyn Ashbaugh



his bomber jacket
tossed on the love seat—
3rd anniversary

new shelves—
the family’s two alpha males
one cordless drill

summer vacation—
the parts of a vintage Mustang
on the garage floor

Linda Papanicolaou



moon over the mountains: I call by Name my bliss

holiday memories
my mountain shoes
still to clean

eco-friendly housework:
the autumn rain washes
my dusty windows

Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


Poetic Chaos

The Poetry Center has arranged a reading with William Stafford and
Charles Bukowski. They are both superb poets who attract opposite
audiences. I feel sorry for Stafford whose reading is drowned by
hissing and booing from the rude audience. They cheer when "Buk"
stumbles to the mike, bellowing," let's get this dirty job done." He yells
obscenities to the crowd, all part of his act. But I know he is plastered
and has been drinking since I met him earlier in the day. The orange
juice on stage is laced with Smirnoff. Our event further deteriorates
as local beat poet Jack Micheline hops on stage babbling incoherently.
I slip out a side door into the foggy San Francisco night.

poetry reading
sound of clapping
at the wrong time

John Budan



our first saucepan cooking for one

another year
just me and her
Daffodils

hospice
outside mum’s room
we play board games

her third anniversary
all the flowers
I picked myself

Maurice Nevile



from the start I am in autism-- a bagworm

in the saber dance to remove the nest of hornets

Teiichi Suzuki



often the fridge door of opportunity opens

political promises broken record

mirror captures his profile in cuffs

Ronald K. Craig



letters i never wrote submitted by birdsong

discarded lute
deep in the rosewood
an autumn song

Benno Schmidt



Kiss the moon next to me in the window

Which star is that?
The book he last read

Julian Heylinck



star map you are here

my skin
under your nails
ceiling fan

imagination not outgrowing it

a memory
that never happened
B-side

OK we can talk about it
but once we talk about it
can we be done talking about it

Tim Cremin



trip to Tibet
even the atheist in me turns
the prayer wheel

balanced on a grass blade marriage

premature delivery:: stillborn words

Vandana Parashar



freak out! slick sledge chic ku

wE are fam-i-LY after all these tears

Geoff Pope
@wordstoeternity

https://www.instagram.com/wordstoeternity/?hl=en
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solitude the height reached by silence

dreams, my father's cigarette glowing in the dark

sadness a room facing north

Anna Maria Dombur-Sancristoforo



filling the night
with silence
Klonopin moon

eyes multiply
in the potato sack
I wake up screaming

getting up
from the yoga mat . . .
still getting up
from the yoga mat . . .

tufted chartreuse velvet
mom’s wing chair
sucks the air out of the room

crossing the screen . . .
the cat
in every meeting

Barrie Levine



old friendship
masked boredom
during COVID

holiday sweets
last reminders
of the old country

plastic pumpkin
not even the candy
Flinches

Christa Pandey



mother smooths out the passage of wrinkled time

sleepless -
and I thought birds chatter
only at daybreak

coming full circle I stumble over a broken promise

Kala Ramesh



another beach trip—
my summer playlist
grows more static

hotel room balcony—
a seagull
our albatross

making waves
her first skinny-dip
she goes all in

the dj
and the caterer
chicken dance

trash talk
across the lunch table
paper footballs

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/
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windows wide her moth wing horror

writing
in the shade
bluebottles collaborate

dandelion clocks she dances through time

FLASHBACK

(1) August 2021, a bright Tuesday afternoon on Merseyside

The cormorant hewn from a tree stump is poised to dive, but its gaze
is lost on the poets hurrying by, notebooks in hand.

Ahead, a guide waits to take them on a tour of the river park, with its
rich flora and fauna, and stunning views of Liverpool up the estuary.

Maybe later they’ll jot a note or two about the old abandoned dock
below, where goldfinches skim the glittering tide.

beneath the gazebo
we rewild
words

(2)  October 1940, a dour Tuesday afternoon on Merseyside

Yes, a dull afternoon it is, but about to be disturbed…



You hear the drone of a twin-engined aircraft approaching from the
south-east.  And there it is.  A lone bomber, the balkenkreuz on its
fuselage, a swastika on its tailfin.  It’s an enemy bomber.  A Junkers
Ju88 at around 1200 feet.  The time is 4pm.

Ack-Ack!   A gun opening up, shells bursting around the bomber.  The
pilot and his crew have been tasked with destroying a Merseyside
factory producing planes for the RAF.  And that’s just what they’ll do.

Or will they?  Fighters are screaming in from the north now.  RAF
Hurricanes. Three of them. Piloted by Czechs.  Yellow Section.

The bomber climbs for cloud cover but the Hurricanes follow.

rat-a-tat-a-tat… Machine guns.  Yellow 3 attacking, now Yellow 2.  The
bomber’s upper gunner firing back.

rat-a-tat-a-tat-a-tat… Yellow 2 again, now Yellow 1 attacking from
below.

The German pilot attempts to jettison his bombs in the Mersey.  But
the mechanism is mashed, and only two of the four bombs fall free.

Billowing smoke from the bomber’s starboard engine.  And the
observer, seated next to the pilot, dead, a bullet through his head.

The bomber is going down.

800 feet, 400, 200.  rat-a-tat-a-tat… Yellow 2 attacking again, bomber
firing back.  All Hurricanes hit.

3 feet only… the bomber’s rear gunner smashes his gondola free and
falls with it.



Crash-landing now, the Ju88 skids on its belly, losing its port engine
and one of its bombs before grinding to a halt.

They’re in a field at Bromborough Dock.  The time is 4:15pm.

The 250kg bomb lies near the aircraft, the rear gunner some distance
behind.  He has bullet wounds, broken legs and goodness knows what
other injuries.

The pilot and wireless operator, having scrambled from the cockpit,
go to the aid of their comrade.

But it’s all over.  The military take charge.

The rear gunner will spend many months in hospital.

And the dead observer will be buried with full military honours in a
local village churchyard.

vapour trails fade…
we grieve for the brave
lost in war

Paul Beech



The Cure for Hiccups

double history the bell    for music

Trafalgar Waterloo    the gap between

Fingers in my ears for some orchestral bash in the palatial grounds of
some ancestral stately home. In every bush there lurks a canon

twelve candles
a naughty boy
pops each balloon

Diana Webb



dark moon...
everything is wrong
everything is right

back to work...
a big shell
as a paperweight

wrinkles...
the folded corners
of an origami

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



a half smile to my brother's kiss Easter Eve

untwisting grandma's braids Mothering Sunday

over the bar inside the net penalty litany

family union my nephew asks for translation

Taofeek Ayeyemi
TWT/IG: @Aswagaawy

https://twitter.com/aswagaawy?lang=en


wave
after wave

after wave
a refugee‘s pain

n e g o t i a t i n g t h e c h i a r o s c u r o o f l i f e

armchair escape
I travel the world
with my gin
did someone say
I was in quarantine

qwerty  key
sometimes I wonder
how the autosuggestion
understands me
more than anyone I know

Arvinder Kaur



the many lives
I live
in twilight

lots of  ellipses in her speech

meditation-
the moment I close my eyes
the floodgates open

I love
craziness
and it reciprocates

Ram Chandran
haiku_ram_chandran

https://www.instagram.com/haiku_ram_chandran/


rising early…
a half-finished haiku
for breakfast

finishing dessert…
one last smear
of sunset

tarspreading…
all my life the smell
of the new

crumbs
after the cake
…her divorce

Tony Williams



morning rain the wrong emoji

banished sky the diary goes blank

in potholes of recognition deep rain

understanding his sermon red spider lily

Richa Sharma
Instagram : @poet.richa



a friendship -
the whole universe drowned
in a wine glass

Franjo Ordanić



blood sisters the pruned rose and i

summer breeze a lively chorus line of naked ladies

airgonomics the startling contortions of corona virus

Helen Ogden



memories of saigon
glued to the computer
instead of the tv

mulling over
the trolley problem
hand on the switch

wine glasses
scrubbed clean
my mind drips dry

memory more than a game we played

B.A. France
Twitter: @b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france?lang=en


holding my breath
for five minutes
pregnancy test

table setting
for three
bun in the oven

the bat signal
appears on my rug
cat shadow

writer’s block
i move the trash can
closer

Brittney Rittof



flood stage
the impassable
truth between us

touching down
her accent
returns

another grey day
my poetry
lacking poetry

custody dispute
neither of the children
want me

three beers in
the truth
comes out

quantum theory
the universe where
I didn’t lose her



Christian single site
her eye of Horus
tattoo

Bryan Rickert



past lives waiting it out in the garage

jellyfish the sting of her disapproval

chew toy I can't let my new worry go

gone viral-
my heart too big
for my chest

rusty typewriter
under a juniper-
the poet is in

going postal
the unmasked clerk coughs
on my receipt

Cynthia Anderson
http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


end of summer
the world is changing
except indoor cats

after midnight
the silence after
… the silence

for the cricket
dewdrop and the moon
are the same size

autumn morning
the sparrow’s singing
awakens the cat

on a hiking trail
next to me … floating
Muhammad Ali

Ronald Degler



to boldly go
into cyberspace
to search for the eternal
instead i get a fake moon landing
and illuminati lizard men

my daughter's
makeover
i give myself
a second look
in the vanity mirror

olympic gymnastics
i stretch for
the tv remote
with my foot

Steve Black



coming soon my neverending serenity

soldiering on the bare branches and I

telling me nothing will remain first snow

tang ping
once upon a time
there was a God

Eva Limbach



family tomb
the quarrels continue
at the cemetery

the tired grandfather spends time in the retirement home

Vincenzo Adamo



film shooting —
a spot boy cleans
the pink moon

lockdown again –
dal and rice and
dal and rice

Milan Rajkumar



charity calendar
too chilly
to be naked

rusting in peace
the old hay wagon
we had wild rides on

I watch my suitcase
on the baggage carousel
go round in circles
not yet ready to pick up
the threads of my normal life

Tracy Davidson
Twitter: @tracydavidson27

https://twitter.com/tracydavidson27


twilight
an unfinished song
at the crossroads

the old beggar
amidst the coins
a pink petal

faceoff
the poets sharpen
their verse

Ravi Kiran



senior runner
aging
in pace

retirement…
the boss finally gives him
the time of day

stack of puzzles
the year
we went to pieces

Laurie Greer



oceans apart
I tell the scudding clouds
I miss him

days of anxiety
again a single line
on the pregnancy test

night shift
he walks home with
the Orion

bridal shopping
i ask the mannequin
how do i look

winter fog-the soft beacon of an ambulance

Mona Bedi



whole unfiltered Camel
turned to ash—
the death of my uncle

Gil Jackofsky



Tzetzka Ilieva



A Place to Be

The river meets the incoming tide here. A jumble of small waves
pushes upstream like migrating salmon, behind which rain clouds
pile up and darken.

waiting for no one I wait

___

After Dark

Sometimes we talk, orienting our faces towards the other’s voice.
Sometimes we caress the silence.

night light shadows we depend on

___

detour where I want to go

digital tuner —
seeing how far
I’m off

waiting room silence after I sneeze

Bob Lucky



deep summer
coffee & cliff notes
for breakfast

skinny dipping
returning to find
one sock missing

humidity my air guitar feels heavier

show & tell her collection of uni/sex toys

wine connoisseur
choosing a red
that goes with her nipples

Hummingbird

Late summer and for the first time ever I’ve put out a hummingbird
feeder. So far it’s quite different from feeding other birds. Sparrows
and grackles by the dozen. A murder of four crows who eat
hard-boiled eggs. A pair of cardinals defending their territory and a
carolina wren who sings all morning.

But this hummingbird. Solo. Comes and (mostly) goes. A hobo amidst
train tracks living its life in shadows and sunsets. Pay attention. You
are only passing through, it wants to tell me.



Watching other birds is like watching a movie. Watching this
hummingbird is like bearing witness to the big bang. So far it’s more
event than story. I can’t make sense of it. I can only try to love it. And I
do.

so far . . .
a crush on a woman
i hardly know

Michael Morell



my heart an open book with no appendix

doctor's report -
she has shaking and chills
but hot in bed

early morning
she perkily makes
his coffee

the hypochondriac ...
he didn't die he just
imagined it

the short psychic
finally escaped from jail
a small medium at large

the wall finished
she finds the carpenter's stud
Protruding

Carol Raisfeld



Raking leaves—
hard winter ground
no substitute for old friends.

An old man peers
out from the mirror—
I run fingers through my hair.

Michael Minassian



scent of honeysuckle all I know for sure

moving day
yes or no
on the garden gnome

coming out —
he tells them
he's a birthday clown

original sin through no fault of my own

Tom Bierovic



deja vu my eyes meet mine mirror

origami folds towards a story of being

interspecies duet our dog with Come September
soundtrack

his random talk
... I can see only
the dimples

Sushama Kapur



de-stressing—
the absurd reality
of political cartoons

sundown tombstone shadows all the same

gritted teeth
behind every hubby chef
the skivvy

arrivals and departures
the only times
that unreserved embrace

Ingrid Baluchi





the algorithm of parting with my shadow

beautiful at a distance monomania

Pere Risteski



unfortunately
he saw me first
doorknob

white paper
stronger than inspiration
unwritten haiku

dogs bark all night
that they are
dogs

Željko Vojković



gum tree song
kids learn to draw
a kookaburra

cemetery hush
a blackbird's song
on the tombstone

all-night party the drunken alley cat yawns

Neena Singh



a car burns
on an empty street
rolling thunder

high humidity
the tour bus speeds past
the shanty town

Tim Murphy



the backyard fence  between a boy and a girl tangled kites

she's not home yet
I turn off the porch light
to give the moth a break

first love movie
after lifting lockdown ...
our hands
finally meet
in the buttered popcorn

lover's stroll
along the beach ...
one wave
after another
of nudists

Chen-ou Liu
Twitter: @ericcoliu and @storyhaikutanka

https://twitter.com/ericcoliu?lang=gu
https://twitter.com/storyhaikutanka?lang=gl


senior trip—
having a flashback
while my shopping cart
circumnavigates
the produce department

a webbed foot
steps into the gene pool
random drift

Rick Jackofsky



sand castle--
I sweep the floor
completely clean

adding another strand to the infinite braid the second
hand

gibbous moon--
witch's cauldron
almost full

forget-me-nots--
I wait for my heart
to weigh less

Pippa Phillips



grandpa dead
he no longer thinks
outside the box

semi-beautiful
semi-smart
something about her

Bart Greene
https://bartgreene.com

https://bartgreene.com/


talk of Yankees-Red Sox
the barber snips
my mask

pianissimo
as time goes by
like never before

Bill Cooper



her body existing in different truths : hymen

a shell of thought in the past tense

after prayer   stains of sound

me  no  pause

the other side of full stop

Vijay Prasad



I don’t like one-liners  but yes, I can          [it’s just a hypothesis]

a free parking stall - the driver’s dreaming

beware!
this senryu might
upset you

at the doctor‘s
after waiting for three hours
she feels healed
___

Spotting

With a now low incidence the public outdoor pools in our city are
opened again after three months, but masks are still mandatory for
visitors outside the water.  Today we have a wonderful hot summer
weather, and my son is with his friends in the open-air bath. Now in
the evening he returns home and makes us wondering and worried.

sunburn
a blanc patch remains
down in the face

Pitt Büerken



daylight savings time ... was

Lent...
struggling to give up
the unborn child

volunteer
the only position to which
i am suited

cold and flu season
feeling nostalgia
for the good old days

CANTANKERSOUSAURUS

Face Book
wishing there was a
better way





Michael Henry Lee



hierarchy the joy of ignoring the law of gravity

class reunion
Mona Lisa's smile
still yes or no

avoid

Indian summer—
the palmist's fingers
on her love line

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



old friends meeting counting teeth and divorces

a fruit fly in winter I learn to bear loneliness

ellipsis my first parkinson symptom

Vladislav Hristov



The end is not in sight.
I hear the rumble
of the falls.

In the slow lane,
passed on right and left.
Welcome to Texas.

Two moons in someone else's sky.

Jeffrey L. Taylor



Marco!
all summer afternoon

Polo!

plate tectonics
a samosa slides
into the salsa

where the ghost
of my teen self roams
zombie mall

Debbie Olson



low lithium levels –
she decorates my hairband
with a spider

new school year
her dreams of the French cottage
in grains of sand

sap rising
two tramps get it on
behind the bin

Bisshie



bank merger
the letterhead
used for crayons

French press
the scent of it
on her lips

retirement party
celebrating someone else's
grandfathered pension
instead of a COLA
pay for your own beer

Michael Winter



to know
the debilitating inability
to know love

shuttered
shattered
ssshh – don’t tell

reflection in the
window – someone else’s roof –
hadeda at rest

Petru J Viljoen



bridled stallion
he yanks
at his necktie

family tree
the nut
hits me

morning fog—
she forgets
her chemo appointment

____

Rocket Day

Two boys giggle as they finish the fins—a last-minute addition for the
Physics Day demo. A young girl glues together her shaft at the next
table, sizing up the boys’ design. Her design is simple and sleek. The
children chatter and laugh as they finish up in the school auditorium.
Dark skies cancel the launch at the last minute.

overhead
a real rocket launches—
Taliban



Last Day at the Dig

The rising yeast of fresh ciabatta and the bickering on balconies swirl
into a bouquet of scarves and cell phones lining narrowed lanes
leading to Herculaneum’s muddy tomb. We enter cautiously.

clouds shroud mountains
ashes
in my eyes

Inside the city under the city, I wonder what we’ll uncover a hundred
years from now—a nature-buried city like Romero or a human-buried
one like the killing fields in Cambodia. I wander until I’m lost in the
tomb maze, hoping I make my train home.

unmarked graves
a flower shop
pops up

Colleen M. Farrelly



silhouetted against sunset a hobo’s wobbly figure

the sign in flash flood shakes no trespassing

seeing is believing—
led to a dead end
by Google maps

John Zheng



carpenter bees
the squabbles
of siblings

zoom call
in the old man’s limerick
a dick

propaganda
in my news feed
mask up!

over burning
pancakes, we talk
separation

Vicodin
the bloom within
desert oasis

Erin Castaldi



last morsel
on my plate..
dog licks my feet

two decades after…
graffiti still adorns
the kid’s room

Priti Khullar



between his yes and no a nodding pigeon

with black tea news of a celebrity divorce

chessboard
we play out our
checkered lives

beach volleyball
the sand braided
in my hair

anniversary
he orders his favourite dish
I order mine

Minal Sarosh



marijuana
the policeman asks to see
my licence to fly

bed bugs
she picks at sore points
in my lovemaking

butterflies waking next to her

John Hawkhead



language skills in half-truths

your passionate lips
tasting for warmth

love putting tendrils out

Patricia Hawkhead



long after grandma her cake

Coltrane today recalibrated

Alan Peat



the lace bodice
on a mannequin
triggers a memory —
we were once so young
blue hydrangeas

Alan Peat/Christina Chin



Lockdown
On the beach
Empty sandcastles

Splash!
Someone has just fallen in
Love

Anna Goluba
website

https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogspot.com/


pinned behind a bush google map

the tirade on his wagging ring finger

gym mirror spotting my other half

Richard L. Matta



found
poetry reading about
found poetry

being
without gerunds
a has been

roman numeral
rounding error
lower case letters

decluttering
subtracting multiplying additions

Steve Bahr



E. L. Blizzard



apology moon
the waxing tightrope
back to you

cactus spikes
your every word
an arid bloom

Joanna Ashwell



1st grade 2035-
can you spell irreversible?
boys and girls

new mown hay I wash my teachers feet

catching hell the pitcher knuckles down

after the ginko-
no one  thinks
to check for ticks

dan smith



first thing first
make it easy
biodegradable

Nani Mariani



volunteer work--
the heart on my cappuccino
turns to sludge

blue sky borrowing an attitude

every night
the same routine--
aurora borealis

blooms on the crabapple still cranky

overnight chill--
i throw more worries
on the fire

Sondra J. Byrnes



dust devils in between the white flags

border fence the shadows of veils

democracy day the stampede of narratives

smoke and ashes settling down the political differences

Hifsa Ashraf



old poet’s
ultimate verse
silence

old photo
the dancer and I
another life

tasting the rain
she declares her preference
for snowflakes

moonrise
tears fall gently
into her tea cup

Rehn Kovacic



after the blowout changing the tire to a lotus root

vodka sauce the rigatoni takes another shot

joker in a king size bed

appeals court the cat bites the head off the injured bird

Robert Beveridge
@ebolaisthesavior

https://www.instagram.com/ebolaisthesavior/?hl=en


Aleppo street —
the wind spins in the melted
tonka wheels

viewing of the moon
a pole dancer stretching
her smile

patchy fog...
my neighbor argues with himself

morning fog  —
toddler covers her dad
with a doll's blanket

pocket change —
the stray swallows a fly

Laughing waters



village stocks your ego fits perfectly

what if there is no other time

love one night only

Tim Gardiner



dead heading
the petunias
tubal ligation

scraping out
the pumpkin guts
her hysterectomy

overflowing
jelly jars
bathing suit season

long hot tub dip
reveals our future
pruny skin

asking where
he was last night
his wax lips

Amber Winter



the hollow thud of my footsteps walking alone

dust on the horses’ noses (not so) merry-go-round

my wrinkles or your cracks glass ceiling

more tears
than words
condolence letter

a line of ants
zigzags the bar
pub crawl

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


grave visiting day -
the cemetery crowded
on both sides

the bull market ...
traders haltingly start
to draw in their horns

burned bridges between us smouldering embers

Natalia Kuznetsova



candle light the wavering of first love

in the mirror mother's knowing look

red sunset the parts of ourself we've lost

red eye he edits the morning after

Marilyn Ward



sliced moon grandma's broken teeth

fairy tales i have my own to narrate

petrichor another earth another home

Lakshmi Iyer



the apprentice baker rises quickly

failed haiku recycled for Failed Haiku

Covid tennis—game, set, masked

Adelaide B. Shaw



hanging onto
his spirits—
cross winds

pre surgery a sickle moon

dawn chorus
another blister pack
of pills

home from hospital
the wind’s moan
at the front door

Jenny Fraser



little death…
her diaphragm stretches
for air

morning glory…
propped on my elbow watching
her breasts rise and bloom

twilight
back and forth in the porch swing
a bullfrog keeps time

Philip Whitley



care home
living in the present
watching reruns

soft reveal
putting on a new face
for a fresh selfie

unisex toilet
the lid simultaneously
up and down

dollhouse envy—
he would never have chosen those curtains

Mark Gilbert



hospital exit
drizzling linden blossoms
a host of angels

after the health scare
even the weeping willow
cheers me on

bulb catalogue
ready to order
new hope

already bending
into the next crisis
weeping willow

white roses
ghosts between this world
and the next

Hege A. Jakobsen Lepri
Twitter handle: @hegelincanada

https://twitter.com/hegelincanada?lang=en


woods a bell heard not seen

Christina Chin



Waiting

Speedy Gonzales

meditating
to slow myself down...
my computer
and I now move
at the same speed

how rapidly I go crazy

a housefly
won't stop landing
on me...
I give myself
four new bruises

when you don’t call

answering right
when the phone rings
I tell my sad story
to the man
selling time shares

Susan Burch/Ken Slaughter



who knocks
a woodpecker
on the door
dust is our
online delivery

Alan Peat and Christina Chin



missing lunch empty tables sit anywhere

remote sensing a problem person pierces the orbit

hushed atmospherics the irony of air quotes

boning up  a butcher's daughter

attentional hygiene the value of slow pour overs

Peter Jastermsky



breakup sex the ship in a bottle

progress
the stove warns
of a hot surface

stretch marks the algorithm for you

Aidan Castle



morning walk
careful not to step
on masks

chestnuts rain...
as if it's not enough
the pungent chill

Mirela Brăilean



spring is here
the phone rings five times
there’s a knock on the door

Nani Mariani



sounding-out syllables on the back of a Captain Crunch cereal box

goober clusters stuck to tooth #15 on bitewing x-ray

our children have come to get a will, we hand them an apple

Robert Fleming



ready to run on ebay his pre-owned shoes

no need to mention God in the one-liner

curbside giveaway ––
an electric heater
with no power cord

she calls it
her Garden of Eden
rotting apples

getting darker earlier the restless ghouls

Robert Epstein



making the coffee
truck-stop strong
new school year

hearing you’ve gotten sober through the grapevine

sundry Sunday laundry, sundried

new year but you’re not in it

Allyson Whipple
www.allysonwhipple.com

http://www.allysonwhipple.com/


empty coffee cup -
the silence heavy as lead
after your last word

alone
with scary thoughts -
sickroom

Eva Joan



wanting her to remember what there was not to forget

more room in the lies we tell each other

the endless song of three notes my mother sang a lullaby

Mike Gallagher



vecchia teiera...
le iniziali di nonna
incise sul rame

old teapot ...
grandmother's initials
engraved on copper

Giuliana Ravaglia



sultry night
taking the shrink wrap off
my new body pillow

arguing
in the zen forums

over who's calmer

postmodern exhibit1

_________________
1 I pull my turtlenecka

a higher

Aaron Barry



afternoon TV
I don't know my EV
from my EVO

garden weeds -
one bill is paid
and another pops up

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



no flags no swim the lifeguard's steely stare

tea tree breeze
my blue beach-umbrella
takes off

Dogs Prohibited
on the rocks a seal
barks twice

fishing trip
a rubber thong wedged
in the sea wall

Cynthia Rowe
http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/

http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/


A Mask
I Met one
Long before pandemic

Cicadas
teach me
how to shed sorrows

Harshada Kulkarni



the rest of the night her perfume

deep in her eyes the patience of radium

hangover
a plastic palm tree
in a tequila sunrise

a yellow bird
sings through the bars
grin and beer it

drumsticks
the jazz musicians take five
for lunch

Robert Witmer



swimmer above the moon in the lake

the narcissist immersed in the pronoun

the crescent moon behind veiled smile child bride

post carnival a long queue at the confessional

in the absence of butterflies i remember everything

JOE SEBASTIAN



writing with my daughter
our audience - gnats

washing dishes     my exotic life

breakfast
drinking irish tea
still no brogue

while writing
a fly walks across my notebook
critics everywhere

as i shower
i know she watches
bathroom spider

tom blessing



the tiny detours recorded in my palm lines. . .not refundable

the cashmere robe
a T.J. Maxx rare find —
dry cleaning label

Judith Morrison Schallberger



new house older in autumn

our last day --
sifting through seashells
an unbroken one

end of summer
sucking the meat out
of a crab leg

penny in a puddle why her

Jamie Wimberly



another meal . . . I line up the cans

trick-or-treaters . . . mandatory masks

Linda McCarthy Schick



his reddish lips of attention new pastor

forgoing the bones I love to chew first date

into the booming applause my trumpet fart

criminal's visit
the fortune teller
sits on thorns

Adjei Agyei-Baah



morning commute
already a line
at the drive-thru liquor

in the margins
of my grocery list
haiku

riding lawnmower a king and his castle

June Rose Dowis



carpet of leaves i should vacuum

owning the blame i of the storm

raised garden
punching above my weight

Benedict Grant



a squeeze of lemon in her retort TV debate

a silhouette of my former self singing lark

cleaving into retirement dreams pandemic

Madhuri Pillai



another loan –
the buzzing grows quieter
in a spider web

working from home
a joint coffee break
virtually

crack in clouds –
the free diver losing
his breath

Nina Kovačić



ferris wheel lifting restrictions

still refusing the vaccine year of the ox

flower arranging the time

weed dispensary
a stone-faced buddha
behind the counter

your uncovered sneeze explaining more about
biological warfare

a ted talk
about nonattachment
I hang on every word

Sarah Metzler



For My Brother

home hospice
the weather forecast
full of storms



brotherly love . . .
the hospice nurse shows me
the ropes



hospice nurse
my brother waves goodnight
with both hands

morphine haze
the flailing arms
of my brother

his suffering over
the nurse empties
the bottle



reduced to ashes
yet still his light shines
in his paintings

Senryu by Kevin Valentine
Artwork by Steve Valentine



breakup email misdirected awkward moment

it's said with the eyes haughtiness

entrapped in a draft debating wind farms

senior fitness class
exercises to music
no tune no tone

Terrie Jacks



waiting for a blood test -
my arm asks
if we can scratch it

after the dentist
Dracula refuses
to spit in the bowl

in the spare room
the thud
of a cold shoulder

that echo
has some answering
to do

old pond
nine iron
sound of water



Ann Smith



misdirected mail nesting material delivery

out-of-state car
on the driveway
first sign of change

Susan Farner



Puck in the cloister

Happy memories often come up when least expected, I like to think it
is a divine hand to help us fix bad days…

We were on holiday in the south of Italy, the children were nine and
four. We found out that in the evenings there were concerts in
cloisters. We love music, my husband plays the saxophone so we were
eager to go. However, the younger, the boy, was very lively, and we
were having busy days visiting around. We were not sure he would
be sitting quietly until the end. Anyway, we felt it was worth a try.

The old neglected monastery was in the heart of the countryside,
surrounded by ancient olive trees. Silence.

People were flocking, taking seats around a central stone-carved well,
everyone whispering, as if fearing to break the magic spell of the
place. The full moon, the light wind rustling among the leaves, the
scent of roses, basil and rosemary, the sound of instruments being
tuned. Candles at the feet of the gothic columns.

We were still worried as our boy was full of beans, running around,
sitting restless, standing up, grumbling, huffing, slipping away,
bursting into laughter, challenging us. “Don’t...” “Please!” “Come
here!” My eyes wide imploring, my husband a disapproving frown.
Nearly on the point of giving up, his good mood irresistible, his
energy trying.

The musicians joined the small enraptured audience in the cloister.
Then they started playing. He stopped, turned, bewitched by the
polished brass instruments and the harmonious music wrapping us.
He stretched his arms and sat on my lap. Hard to believe, he fell
asleep in my hug, his warm breath on my neck.



midsummer night –
the quartet’s sweet notes
echoing cicadas’ songs

Cristina Povero



homeless shelter
an evening chill seeps
into the walls

grandpa’s raspberry patch warm in the bowl

shaking
the Eiffel Tower disappears
father’s snow globe

outdoor concert
a soloist sings summertime
with the crickets

downthecyberspaceholealice

Jo Balistreri



tamping down spot fires dermatologist

moonstruck pond full of koi haiku

Lorraine A. Padden



covid winter
old habits surrender
to new ways

game day
the philanderer
0 for 3

panzanella
again she makes something
out of nothing

Nika



haiku the nanotech of poetry

solar telescope
how astronomers
get on day shift

full metal
strait jacket
gun nut

hands on governor
hangs himself
with his own grope

remembering the ones
that got away
skirt chasing fisherman

Charles Harmon



warm croissants
the cheap hotel
includes breakfast

dim sum lunch
unlimited choices
limited by our budget

poolside
her chair already claimed
by a roach

Christine Wenk-Harrison



packing
I choose the memories
to keep

stick-pony…
the dusty playground
of childhood

willow pond ripples
the montage
of me

old seawall this gentle lapping of memories

Gavin Austin



dismantle
the separations
eating rice

discarded masks
civilization reaches
the country

fountain pen
the words flow
for others

Susan Bonk Plumridge



squeaky-clean
the loofa exceeds
my expectations

Mona Iordan



Debbie Strange



my child off to college
learning to do
the cha-cha

tailgating
while listening
to hymns

watching a police pursuit I go to the end of the
video

aloof neighbor a vine from his yard reaches into mine

John J. Han



kite flying...
after two figure eights
a fatal crash

Rob McKinnon
Twitter: @McKinnonRob

https://twitter.com/mckinnonrob?lang=en


long summer night counting the fan's rotations

dreams of endless floods a coffin floats downriver

i click therefore i am

Jay Friedenberg



splinters in flesh
splinters in the heart
summertime blues

eyes closed
head towards heaven
twelve bar blues

“Kingfish” Ingram
his yellow/black guitar strap
reads police line

William Scott Galasso





lockdown
I let my kite fly free

a pandemic day's midnight jazz meeting

lockdown adventures drawing airports and squares

empty concert hall … pandemic

Tsanka Shishkova



hope chest steeped in mothballs wedding vows

tombstone sizes cemetery class division

Wonja Brucker



my old neighbour?  she still looks the same from behind

filtering through
amplified voice and guitar –
her accordion

the simple pleasure of an unexpectedly good drying day

Maeve O'Sullivan



she shoos bumblebees from her butterfly garden

reading middle passage history i ready for work

alien life debates the swimming pool turns green

Tyson West



our photo together so many windows left open in Word

Ana Drobot



ox-drawn grinding wheel my future

wax wane wax waneoh for the moonless night

clouds shape-shift     my dreams on window glass

rocky beach long walk to a love cove

Neera Kashyap



"Eight Days a Week"—our freighter crosses the
international date line

Lucy in the sky with diamonds on the soles of her
shoes

trying to get Alexa to play "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy"

once upon a time I had to use pillows in the Santa
costume

dropping off in class—
lecture notes wander
to the line above

Richard Tice



hieroglyphics
deciphering the tone
of your emojis

cold beer…
the lawn mower
takes a break

old jukebox
playing a single song
and yet…that’s enough



Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
Instagram @bchattdutt

https://twitter.com/bchattdutt?lang=en


tachycardia the wingbeat of a hummingbird

content with the short end of the stick bamboo flute

hanging on a sliver of hope crescent moon

kicked to the curb autumn loneliness

Jackie Chou



airport barista —
pouring happiness
into people's lives

just for you child:
the love of your parents
that has no bounds

Willie R. Bongcaron



dare you unbend the stalk  the heavy rose
bent

endereza la rama  que la pesada  rosa
dobló

Wilbert Salgado



we leave
still blinking -
wrong hotel room

floppy gray mohawk
punk’s not dead
it’s dying

starless river
the ferryman
flicks on his high beams

earth day -
the planet asks
for the day off

Sonny Rane
@SonnyRane

https://twitter.com/SonnyRane


white noise words snowed in my dream

4 am moon almost topiary

dream denier figments of whose imagination

androgynous armor the would have been

now

that word
on a page
teetering

he had asked about the book. about our writing i smiled
dreamhanded him the opening page as proof of a prelude he knew
what I meant I ordered glasses of red at our lunch as if it were a usual
thing he showed his pleasure relaxed  sighed, looked around and
elegantly poured a design onto white linen

a portrait in time
a miniature of what was
to come

Kathabela Wilson



her glee
in my old dress ...
different spring

playlist
the radio plays
and replays

election debate dad adds on to crows' cawing

Devoshruti Mandal



thanksgiving—
shared stories
gather together

withered wreath—
time to let go
of the season

Deborah Burke Henderson



solitary confinement filling his own tooth

season words stricken by wildfire

high-pollen gingko
each sneeze
a haiku

raw memory
the persistent beak
of an oxpecker

stung by wasps
he cancels
his acupuncture

Norman Silver



shared crossword
interlocking
coffee rings

counting the leaves
on every tree
mother’s walk

William O’Sullivan



shavasana
the first time in years
my jaw unclenches

lover’s kitchen—
even instant coffee
tastes sweet

hospital waiting room
I wear the lipstick
mother likes

cat dozes
on my lap—
I cancel plans

AJ Wentz
@ajwentzwrites
www.ajwentz.com

https://twitter.com/ajwentzwrites
http://www.ajwentz.com/


the warmth
between her legs
piggyback ride

an epi-pen
rolls down the sand
a gull’s cry

dark hollow
between the roots
moonlit collarbone

Tyler McIntosh



To a Childhood Friend

vibrations in a pocket
a parent's phone call
small town tragedy

black suits and gowns
fetid lilies wafting
pontoon boats lurch

lake child
wailing a cacophony
Where is your sister?

Joseph Gorrell



hoarding
in the fortieth diary
nothing to write

virtual meeting
we discuss
physical touching

Nudurupati Nagasri



Hidden Talents

bubbly cauldron
her black cat slips
into a new dress                         sg

the archaeologist's dog
digs up an old bone                    jt

wine tasting
lab rat’s cheese
experiments                                 zg

preflight boarding
the caterpillar enters
its chrysalis jt

fireflies spell out
a question mark sg

home again
baby spider monkey
holding on zg

天賦異稟

三人連軌詩

作者：火の鳥（紐西蘭）+約翰·湯普森（美國）+陳紫瑄（紐西蘭）
中文翻譯：火の鳥

煉丹爐冒泡泡

她那隻黑貓

換了件新洋裝                   （火）



考古學家的狗挖掘到

年代久遠的骨頭               （約）

實驗室老鼠

邊品嚐美酒

邊做乳酪實驗                   （陳）

登機手續

毛毛蟲鑽進

蝶蛹                                  （約）

螢火蟲拼出

一個大問號                       （火）

再次回到家中

蜘蛛猴寶寶

緊抱不放                           （陳）

Sherry Grant/John Thompson/Zoe Grant



two hundredth day in lockdown googling blowflies

married too long a scattering of toe clippings

married too long a scattering of toe clippings

sixth lockdown pulling creativity from the clouds

Robyn Cairns



rice terraces my children growing dreams

post-election
a butterfly’s life cycle
withering flowers

Anthony Q. Rabang
https://twitter.com/thonyrabang

https://twitter.com/thonyrabang


one good tern deserves another beach

truth
the bottom
lyin

LeRoy Gorman



moving van
at the home of the neighbor
I never met

my hometown
strangers who sound
like me

tight jeans
I avert my eyes
finally

autumn equinox
the life expectancy
of a man my age

Bill Kenney



a snake coiling on Buddha's thoughts

mimosa i'm wondering should i...better not

Mircea Moldovan



endless sea in your eyes…I anchor

inside –
a choir of raindrops
the silence between us

today –
just one of those days
hope is for sale

secret crush –
moving mountains
to stay still

letting you go –
I try carving up
the night sky

C.X.Turner
Twitter @lover__poetic
IG lover__poetic

https://twitter.com/lover__poetic?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/lover__poetic/


Into the Light
a split sequence

wildflowers ...

from bee
to bee
raindrops

I pull off my earrings

cleaning day -
seeds in a drawer
with dreams

never used

action figures
costing a fortune
black hole

Nella Luce
una sequenza Split

fiori selvatici ...

dall'ape
all'ape
gocce di pioggia

tiro fuori i miei orecchini



giorno delle pulizie -
semi in un cassetto
con i sogni

mai usati

modellini snodabili
costano una fortuna
buco nero

Daniela Misso and Sherry Grant



wannabe poet
fully adverse to show it
still hopes you know it

George Schaefer



mom’s gone
I grasp the earthy meaning
of the eternal life

first date
breaking the ice under the umbrella
of my Mojito

bread and wine
I step forward
my doubts step back

the sound of my bones    autumn leaves crunch

the nothingness after control-alt-delete

Maya Daneva





harvest moon
looking at everybody with hope
coffin maker

postnatal ward
I consist
of Achilles`s heels

granddad`s plombières
his ability to smooth
everything

Irina Guliaeva



field

Last night, a dream of the old house, and the rabbits in the field, and
my childhood dog (with her ears that stood straight up) bouncing
through the tall grass chasing them like... nothing, then ears, then
nothing, then ears, then nothing, then dog.

in the distance heat lightning -- again and again

___

Claire de Lune

I am older now and in the mornings I go outside and stand in the dirt
in my bare feet. Most days I don't worry about tracking dust inside,
but sometimes I turn on the outside spigot and soak my feet under the
cold water. I've recently started splashing this on my face as well. I
wonder what the neighbors think, but I don't wonder long because I
do not care. I don't always have names for the things I feel anymore.
Sometimes I cry at night and I don’t know why. I think that this is
normal. In the mornings I go outside and stand in the dirt in my bare
feet. The air is crisp now, and the smoke from the wildfires is just
starting to clear. Maybe today I’ll try to fix things.

footprints  – yesterday waltzing in my mind

James Lindley

Twitter @DuendeenF

https://twitter.com/DuendeenF/status/1379869875523317763


gravedigger opens a cold one

baitless . . .
catching nothing

but z's

a death poem
just in case—
chili cheese fries!

baked beans—
big ol' can of
whoop ass

big
made
small
skinny
dip

P. H. Fischer



last to melt my iced-over footprints

every crevice of your face blue moon

satisfying crunch of 3-hole punch I sort my life into binders

Maggie Kennedy



So much depends on — the nursing home

I saw the best minds — In the MRI

Two roads diverged — construction zone

Water, Water everywhere —climate change

Mark Hitri



gardening
she pulls weeds
from an old doormat

library cull
i score
the Higginson

lazy afternoon
even her wine says
relax

she picks up trash
on the beach
feng shui

Nancy Brady
http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com
@NancySm93536930

http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/nancysm93536930




poem David Oates - image Larkin Oates



Shakespeare play
when she was little
watching
in long speeches
for spit spray

daughter married
the dogs have kept
my last name

stalking a car in traffic
haven’t finished reading
its bumper stickers

“Officer,
I wasn’t texting
and driving—
I was checking my stocks
and driving”

excuse:
sorry, I was
me

David Oates



clothing optional
the guy in yellow socks
on lakeside rocks

Claire Vogel Camargo



Roberta Beary
twitter @shortpoemz

https://twitter.com/shortpoemz?lang=en


everything i got is done and gone

the way the world is we spend our lives accumulating and in the end
the stuff stays and we go. that hundred years old plus clock of mine.
the one with the handmade mechanism that takes a master
clocksmith two months to get fixed right when it breaks. that will
outlast me for sure. my cardiologist could not fix it or me either. so
frail are humans and all our overly elaborate support 'systems' just
weigh us down. when my time comes just keep me home. open the
window regardless of the season and let my spirit fly…..

hospital corridor the rhythmic wheeze of a ventilator

Mike Rehling ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com

(all work copyrighted by the authors)

mailto:editor@failedhaiku.com

